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ntroduction: Contact Angle, it refers to the tangent line of gas-liquid interface at the intersection of gas, liquid and solid I phases. The tangent angle  between the tangent line on liquid side and the solid-liquid boundary.

        BGD 190 Contact Angle Measuring Instrument is mainly composed of five parts: light source, injection unit, sample 

table, acquisition system and analysis software. The equipment adopts the principle of optical imaging and measures the 

following parameters by image profile analysis.

 The wetting behavior of liquid on solid surface, such as spreading, infiltration, absorption, etc. The static contact angle is 

measured by sessile drop method.

 Measurement of advancing contact angle(ACA), receding contact angle(RCA), contact angle lag, rolling angle(tilt platform is 

required) and dynamic contact angle of material on solid surface.

 Continuous real-time study and process record of absorbing materials, analysis of contact angle variation curve with time.

Contact angle measurements of various special materials, such as powders, curved surfaces, super hydrophobic/ super 

hydrophilic samples.

 Test of the contact angle of the material immersed in the liquid by the attachment drop method(quartz sample cell is required).

 Measurement of surface tension, polarity and dispersion components of various liquid meters by pendant drop method.

 Count surface free energy and analysis of polar dispersion components.

 Analyze the adhesion of liquid on solid surface, evaluate the uniformity and cleanliness of solid surface, etc.

Features

 Conform to standards: ASTM D724-99(R-2003), ASTM D5946-2004, ISO15989, etc

 The host adopts the high-strength aviation aluminum alloy structure to be matched with the modular design concept and self-

developed integrated chip circuit control, which can be comparable to similar international top brands.

 Adopt industrial dense adjustable LED cold light source system (life span more than 25000 hours). The uniform light emission 

ensures clearer imaging and avoids droplet volatilization caused by additional heat.

 The injection unit adopts micro manual button injection, which is stable and accurate.

 The three-dimensional manual fine tuning platform is adopted, which is flexible in operation and accurate in positioning. The 

sample table can be customized according to the actual sample size.
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 Adopt high-performance SONY industrial chip original imported from Japan, and 0.7~4.5 times high definition industrial grade 

continuous ploidy microscope imported from Germany(Max. 60 frames) with 2000W pixels, which can ensure the authenticity of 

images and obtain the best imaging effect.

 USB2.0 standard interface is adopted, with fast data transmission speed and high compatibility.

 The first contact angle measurement calibration sample imported from Germany is provided in China to ensure the accuracy 

of the instrument. The angle calibration standard sheet is 3 /5 /8 , 60 /90 /120 , 115 (optional).

 The design of the acquisition system is flexible, suitable for most of the measurement environment, and simple to deal with a 

variety of complex sample surface measurement.

 Has the most advanced contact angle analysis method in the world, which can meet the accurate fitting of all kinds of droplet 

imaging, including our company's unique differential ellipse and differential circle special liquid imaging fitting method.

 Using the international leading calculation method, the software has realized automatic fitting to avoid the error caused by 

human operation.

 With the function of fast fitting of bilateral contact angle measurement, it can comprehensively analyze the surface wetting 

performance of liquid and solid, and more accurately analyze the actual wetting situation of the surface.

Dynamic shooting, video fast test data, can continuously record the change of test contact angle, and then automatically 

batch fitting by the software.

The most advanced contact angle measurement and analysis software in China is automatic fitting method (one-button 

automatic fitting, no artificial error), including: Circle method, Ellipse/Oblique ellipse, LY, Differential circle / Differential ellipse; 

Dynamic contact angle fitting (batch fitting of multiple images) includes: Wettability, Video analysis; Surface energy; Adhesion 

work.

The software automatically generates reports, which cover various data reports such as Word form, Excel form and 

Spectrograms, etc.

 A variety of accessories can be selected to expand other functions and applications.
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Ordering Information: 
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